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The Party Wall Lights by Moooi
Kranen/Gille, fascinated by family dynamics and intrigue
designed The Party wall lights. The lights are comprised by a
clan of mischievous and strong personalities that when together
they form a party that brightens up any space with their playful
characters. But behind this faced is where their misbehaving
personality lies. Each one of the participants to the Party have
their own personal story, each tying them to one another. There
is the wannabe royal, the patriot, the opportunist, the black sheep
and the evil mastermind. It is exactly these characters that every
one of us will be able to relate to some level.
To better introduce you to the party, first we have Bert; the
darkest member of the group, greedy and jealous. Then we have
a prestigious member of the Party, the Mayor who thinks a lot of
himself and sees the world through his monocle, a controversial
personality. The only lady in the Party, Coco, that knows to care
of herself, independent and smart; the conventional mother, lover
and woman. Then we have the patriotic soul of the Party, Glenn,
a man with mission, search for clarity through idealogy and order.
And last but not least, the evil mastermind that could not miss the
Party, Ted, who went down the wrong path in his youth and
whose face is the only one with no identifiable traits.
All Party wall lights have a basic tactile feel, with a certain rough
feel to them due to the ceramic finish. Each one has its own
distinctive trait, to separate them from one another; all but Ted.
With an integrated LED source, The Party is energy efficient and
dimmable, allowing you to tailor the brightness of the light. You
can have one, two or all 5 personalities in your home or
business, and bring The Party to you.
Designer: Kranen/Gille
IP Code: 20
Dimming: Dimmable via trainling edge dimming.
Dimensions:
Bert - 22 x 11 x 16 cm
Glenn - 22 x 10 x 17 cm
The Mayor - 22 x 10 x 17 cm
Coco - 22 x 11 x 18 cm
Ted - 22 x 10 x 16 cm
Colour:Bert
Coco
Glenn
Ted
The Mayor
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